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The Clinical Practice of Critical Care Neurology (Medicine)Oxford University Press, 2003
This book is an invaluable review of neurologic critical care in the intensive care unit.  The emphasis is on management in day-to-day practice.  Part I is devoted to basic management of critically ill patients with acute neurologic diseases.  Part II covers the technology and procedures used
in the intensive care unit.  Part III discusses the...
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Squamous Cell Head and Neck Cancer: Recent Clinical Progress and Prospects for the Future (Current Clinical Oncology)Humana Press, 2005

	Leading expert physicians and investigators from around the world review the state-of-the-art in the management of squamous cell head and neck cancer, with emphasis on coordinating different treatment modalities. The authors address several surgical issues, including laser-based surgery, larynx preservation approaches, salvage surgery, and...
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Streptococcal Pharyngitis: Optimal Management (Issues in Infectious Diseases, Vol. 3)Karger, 2003

	Group A streptococcal pharyngitis is one of the most common, but also controversial infections clinicians are faced with every day. Clinical diagnosis is often not specific; laboratory data can be misleading and are frequently misinterpreted. Despite the in vitro effectiveness of penicillin, it does not always eradicate the organism from the...
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Lovell and Winter's Pediatric Orthopaedics (2 Volume Set)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		Now in its updated Sixth Edition, this classic text remains a must-have for physicians and residents treating infants, children, or adolescents with orthopaedic problems. The foremost orthopaedists examine normal musculoskeletal development and the causes, diagnosis, and treatment of the entire range of abnormalities, with emphasis...
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Prehospital Trauma CareCRC Press, 2001

	Comprehensive in scope and content, Prehospital Trauma Care (PTC) covers all aspects of emergency medicine-triage assessment and treatment, anesthesia, intensive care, psychiatry, health and military disasters, burns, shock, and surgery.

	Written by over 70 distinguished international experts representing Australia, Austria, Belgium,...
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Field Guide to Bedside Diagnosis (Field Guide Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
Field Guide to Bedside Diagnosis, Second Edition enables students and physicians to navigate from the patient's symptoms and presenting signs to the diagnosis. The book covers 139 chief complaints and signs and is organized to parallel the diagnostic reasoning process: a differential overview of probable causes, a diagnostic approach for each...
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Handbook of Kidney Transplantation, Fourth editionLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		Now in its updated Fourth Edition, this popular handbook is a practical guide for physicians and surgeons who manage kidney transplant patients and for nurses and other professionals on the transplant team. In concise, readable, well-illustrated chapters, the book outlines the major concerns surrounding renal transplantation and the...
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Itch, Clap, Pox: Venereal Disease in the Eighteenth-Century ImaginationYale University Press, 2019

	
		A lively interdisciplinary study of how venereal disease was represented in eighteenth-century British literature and art

		

		In eighteenth-century Britain, venereal disease was everywhere and nowhere: while physicians and commentators believed the condition to be widespread, it remained shrouded in secrecy,...
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Ethical Issues in Cancer Patient Care (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2007

	Peter Angelos Numerous ethical issues arise in the care of oncology patients. Although much has been written in the last several decades on ethical issues in caring for patients, few volumes have sought to focus the exploration on ethical issues particularly relevant to the care of cancer patients. In 1999, the first edition of this book was...
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Rheumatology: A Color Handbook (Medical Color Handbook Series)CRC Press, 2013

	This book provides the reader with a complete and concise introduction to rheumatic illness. While rheumatic disease often manifests itself in conditions affecting the musculoskeletal system, the authors stress that a comprehensive multidisciplinary approach is needed for diagnosis, to aid understanding of rheumatic disease with multisystem...
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Pocket Medicine: The Massachusetts General Hospital Handbook of Internal Medicine (Pocket Notebook Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		Prepared by residents and attending physicians at Massachusetts General Hospital, this pocket-sized looseleaf is one of the best-selling references for medical students, interns, and residents on the wards and candidates reviewing for internal medicine board exams. In bulleted lists, tables, and algorithms, Pocket Medicine...
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ACSM's Primary Care Sports MedicineLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		Written and edited by internationally known experts in primary care sports medicine, this book is the most comprehensive sports medicine reference geared to primary care practitioners. It is the ideal text for physicians studying for the Certificate of Added Qualifications in Sports Medicine that is now offered in many disciplines...
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